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Session 21:

Business Valuation

o Business Valuation = Valuation of Enterprise to derive the underlying

value of its share.

o Modern day complexities of business and corporate structures pose to

be hurdle points to tackle in arriving at correct valuation

o Investment Banking presumes the significance of Business Valuation

since it is basic for their business to proceed further for envisioning the

deal

Valuation:

o Valuation is in the eyes of beholder

o As per the statement above, it seems that it’s a subjective thing

o In order to be saved from that many quantitative methodologies have

been evolved involving Economics, Statistics and Financial Accounting

o Yet, there is factor called ‘bias’ that chips in the valuer's perception

o The challenge is to counter this and balance in favour of fair and true

value

o This is the way to tackle the element of subjectivity

Corporate Valuation:

o Worth of Corporate = Value of its shares

o Earnings equal to the expected earnings of a Corporate doesn't bring

value for the stakeholders

o Rather it is the value over and above the expected return that creates

value

o This calls for understanding:



o ‘Corporate Operations combined with its Strategic Initiatives will create

Value’

o Both dimensions need to figure in the Market Capitalization i.e. Share

Price

o MARKET VALUES ON THE BASIS OF ITS EXPECTED FUTURE

PERFORMANCE

o This sets the base for price-earnings multiples

Value of Corporate;

o Worth of Corporate = Value of its shares

o The view given above is challenged by the Demand and Supply forces in

the market and other imperfections

o Thus Share Price at a moment may not represent true value to the

shareholders

o It may not truly factor in the expected future performance of the

company

o Thus value may go over or under-valued

o This necessitates the methodology that works out ‘intrinsic value’ which

may be at variance from the market price

o This involves valuing the forthcoming transactions to arrive at intrinsic

value

o Valuing the unlisted companies also need methodology since there is no

share price

Corporate Value vs Investment Value:

o Value has above two dimensions

o Corporate Value vis a vis Investment Value



o Corporate value is the present value of expected returns from the

business

o Investment value is the present value of returns expected by the Capital

Market

o This is reflected in the market price of share

o Divergence may happen between the two values

o Corporate Management calls for reflection of corporate value in market

value

o Equity Value – Equity value is the value of a company allocable to its

equity investors. Equity value is the most commonly-determined value as

it represents the value of an investor’s ownership interest in a company.

o Invested Capital Value – Invested capital value represents the combined

value of a company’s interest bearing debt and equity.

o Invested capital value provides an indication of the value of the company

as a whole, regardless of how it may be financed.

o A/P, accrued expenses and other non-debt liabilities are typically not

considered part of “interest-bearing debt” for the adjustment from

equity value to invested capital value (and vice versa) because these

liabilities are part of a company’s net working capital, not its equity/debt

capital structure.

o Enterprise Value – Enterprise value is calculated based on the following

formula:

o Enterprise Value = Equity Value + Debt - Cash

Enterprise value is equal to the company’s invested capital less its cash.

Enterprise value is often used when determining EBITDA and revenue-based

multiples because it removes the impact of how much cash a company is



carrying (which is simply a financing decision) in determining the value of its

operations.

Session 22:

o Security Valuation = Depends upon the value of variables that sensitise

value of a bond / security

o Corporate Value is measuring of the continuing value of a company’s

business in today’s terms.

o Business valuations thus use going-concern concept for the company

o Security valuation in contrast is static at upon a time depending upon the

value of variables correlated to a specific security

o Bond price will be function of changes in current coupon rate in the

market and accordingly current yield.

o Broadly the value of an enterprise depends upon value of its assets ad

the expected future earning potential of such assets

o Value creation depends upon Economic Return i.e. Rate of Return on

Capital (ROCE)

o Precisely it is the case when ROCE > Opportunity Cost of such Capital

o Higher the growth in Company, higher is its value generation for the

stakeholders

o Growth = f (Reinvestment Rate of Capital x ROCE )

o We can now refine the understanding by putting in that:



o ‘Value-creation is when ROCE > Cost of Capital’

To conclude we can put that the ROCE, Reinvestment rate and the Cost of

Capital are the key determinants of value creation by a company. Value can be

achieved only when growth happens at the Optimum Cost

Valuation is the process to arrive at the Present Value of an Asset of Firm which

has future earnings potential i.e. profits or cash flows

Value would be then be equal to present value of such future profits or cash

flows discounted at an appropriate rate

Its Discounted Approach or Discount when applied to Cash Flows its called

Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Methodology

Value of Asset = Future Cash Flow / (1+r)N

(1+r)n refers to applicable discounting factor

DCF Method breaks down time barriers and equates all cash flows into the

present time period which can be used for valuation or any other

decision-making



Session 23:

Corporate Investment Valuation:

o Let us take the case of Investment in Equity, returns depend upon

multiple drivers

o Dividend – however the same depend upon future stream of income

o Forecasting may be one of the option to estimate them

o Equity is ownership therefore financial right extends to the earnings

which are not distributed i.e. Retained Earnings

o Future earning potential therefore needs to seen

o Another way is to work out Value of Assets – book value vis a vis market

value

o Another non-quantifiable is right to vote in corporate decision

o Take-away is that the Strategic Value of the Share is distinct from its

Economic Value though it is not quantifiable

o Learning from the preceding matter is that there are Alternative

Approached to the Valuation of an Equity based on the Approach of

Corporate Valuation

o Investors or the Valuers adopt different approaches in sync with their

Investment Focus & Priorities

Priorities may vary in terms of:



o Time Horizon of the Investor

o Purpose: Trading or Holding

o Growth

o Dividend

o Future Cash Flows & Market value Management

o Each one has its own specific focus on various valuation angles

o Income or earnings approach score higher over others since it covers

certain additional factors (in addition to cost-benefit) in comparison to

other

o All is not fair here too due to the fact Income approach considers certain

subjective assumptions and judgmental factors

o The use of relative valuation is tricky since it requires comparing an apple

to an apple (allowing less flexibility – more rigidity). Availability of similar

set of data is difficult

o It is therefore not applicable to modern day start ups and projects with

USP



o On the other hand Economic Measures e.g. EVA are comparatively better

in other sense

o In contrast, DCF is superior in terms of time value of investment i.e.

intrinsic value at a given point of time. In short term, it’s unsuitable since

growth oriented companies may unfold cash flows in mid or longer term

o DCF is better in estimating present value of future expected earnings

o This is of higher significance when Capital Budgeting is to be applied

o EVA rely on accounting profit for a given year. Thus, effective in short

term for Valuation

o The take-away point is that EVA & DCF are the methods to supplement

each other

o EVA banks upon Cost of Equity therefore keeps the Management

disciplined in terms of performance evaluation

o Cost of Equity is not to be forgotten and treated as free of cost which

make change focus of management towards accounting profit or EPS

o Accounting profit treats ’cost of debt’ above the line, drag ’cost of equity’

below the line

o This approach confuses the true picture of value creation, in contrast to

the accounting profit, Economic Profit is the excess profit generated after

deducting WACC.
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The Asset Approach to Valuation

The most commonly utilized asset-based approach to valuation is the

Adjusted Net Asset Method. This balance sheet-focused method is

used to value a company based on the difference between the fair

market value of its assets and liabilities. Under this method, the

assets and liabilities of the company are adjusted from book value to

their fair market value, as presented in the example.

As in the table, adjustments are made to the company’s historical

balance sheet in order to present each asset and liability item at its

respective fair market value. Examples of potential normalizing

adjustments include:

• Adjusting fixed assets to their respective fair market values

• Reducing accounts receivable for potential uncollectible balances

if an allowance for doubtful accounts has not been established or

if it is not sufficient to cover the potentially uncollectible amount



• Reflecting any unrecorded liabilities such as potential legal

settlements of judgments Consideration of the Adjusted Net

Asset Method is typically most appropriate when:

• Valuing a holding company or a capital-intensive company

• Losses are continually generated by the business

• Valuation methodologies based on a company’s net income or

cash flow levels indicate a value lower than its adjusted net asset

value

One needs to keep in mind that when income or market-based

valuation approaches indicate values higher than the Adjusted Net

Asset Method, it is typically dismissed in reaching the concluded

value of the company. This is because income and market-based

valuation approaches provide a much more accurate reflection of

any goodwill or intangible value company may have.

The Adjusted Net Asset Method does not necessitate the actual

termination or liquidation of the business

(renowned valuation expert Shannon Pratt believes some analysts

mistakenly confuse the use of an asset-based approach with a

liquidation premise of value). Rather, the Adjusted Net Asset Method

can be used with all premises of value including value-in-use as a

going concern business enterprise.



To summarize, the Adjusted Net Asset Method is a balance

sheet-based approach to valuation that is relied upon most often for

holding companies and cos. generating losses (or only modest levels

of income in relation to their net assets).
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Income Approach to Valuation:

There are two income-based approaches that are primarily used

when valuing a business:

o Capitalization of Cash Flow Method

o Discounted Cash Flow Method

These methods are used to value a company based on the amount of

income the company is expected to generate in the future.

The Capitalization of Cash Flow Method is most often used when a

company is expected to have a relatively stable level of margins and

growth in the future – it effectively takes a single benefit stream and

assumes that it grows at a steady rate into perpetuity.

The Discounted Cash Flow Method is more flexible than the

Capitalization of Cash Flow Method and allows for variation in

margins, growth rates, debt repayments and other items in future

years that may not remain static.



• Capitalization of Cash Flow Method is typically applied more

often when valuing mature companies with modest future

growth expectations.

• The Discounted Cash Flow Method is used when future growth

rates or margins are expected to vary or when modeling the

impact of debt repayments in future years.

• It can still be used in “steady growth” situations.

Capitalization of Cash Flow Method

• The Capitalization of Cash Flow method values a business based

on an expected cash flow stream, capitalized by a risk-adjusted

rate of return.

• This single-period capitalization approach is most appropriate

when a company's current or historical level of operations is

believed to be representative of future operations and the

company is expected to grow at a relatively stable and modest

rate.

• This method calls for determining a sustainable earnings base

(i.e. benefit stream), making the necessary adjustments to

convert projected earnings into projected cash flow (adjusting

for capital expenditures, depreciation, changes in net working

capital and changes in interest bearing debt), developing an

appropriate capitalization rate, and applying the capitalization



rate to the cash flow base to arrive at a conclusion of the fair

market value the company.

• To summarize, the Capitalization of Cash Flow Method is an

income-based approach to valuation that is based on the

company’s ability to generate cash flows in the future.

Discounted Cash Flow Method

o The Discounted Cash Flow Method is an income-based

approach to valuation that is based upon the theory that the

value of a business is equal to the present value of its projected

future benefits (including the present value of its terminal

value).

o The terminal value does not assume the actual termination or

liquidation of the business, but rather represents the point in

time when the projected cash flows level off or flatten (which is

assumed to continue into perpetuity).

o The amounts for the projected cash flows and the terminal

value are discounted to the valuation date using an appropriate

discount rate, which encompasses the risks specific to investing

in the specific company being valued.

o Inherent in this method is the incorporation or development of

projections of the future operating results of the company

being valued.



o Distributable cash flow is used as the benefit stream because it

represents the earnings available for distribution to investors

after considering the reinvestment required for a company’s

future growth.

o The discounted cash flow method can be based on the cash

flows to either a company’s equity or invested capital (which is

equal to the sum of a company’s debt and equity).

o A “direct to equity” discounted cash flow method arrives

directly at an equity value of a company while a “debt-free”

discounted cash flow method arrives at the invested capital

value of a company, from which debt must be subtracted to

arrive at the company’s equity value

Blending of various methodss

• The final step in the valuation of a company is reconciling the

values indicated by the various valuation approaches utilized.

Generally, the values indicated by income and market-based

approaches should be consistent and are usually given full

weight when they are greater than a company’s adjusted net

asset value (to which no weight would be assigned). When a

company’s adjusted net asset value exceeds its income and

market-approach values, however, consideration should be

given to the higher asset-based value

• Some valuation analysts apply explicit weights to the values

indicated by each methodology used while others use



professional judgment and select a value within the range

indicated by the methodologies applied.
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A structured product, also known as a market-linked

investment, is a pre-packaged structured finance investment

strategy based on a single security, a basket of securities,

options, indices, commodities, debt issuance or foreign

currencies, and to a lesser extent, derivatives.

From the point of view of the investor the concept of structuring

means customizing your return stream. For example, an

investor dislikes stock x and does not want to hold it in the

portfolio. But the investor knows how much regret a 20 percent

rise in the stock would cause. Therefore the investor can

choose to purchase a structured product on stock x instead, an

agreement (‘contract’, ‘certificate’, ‘note’) with another entity

(eg. a bank) that pays out the full return on stock x, but only if

the stock does surpass that specified threshold eg. 20 percent

over a specified time period. All sorts of combinations of

conditions and assets are available and pricing is based on the

past likelihoods, actual occurrences and market expectations

now of such returns happening over such timespans given the



agreed constraints. The more outlandish the idea and with less

time to play out, the cheaper pricing will naturally be.

From the issuers point of view, structuring means that a number

of existing financial products have to be combined to achieve

the client’s desired return function.

A feature of some structured products is a “principal guarantee”

function, which offers protection of principal if held to maturity.

For example, an investor invests $100, the issuer simply

invests in a risk-free bond that has sufficient interest to grow to

$100 after the five-year period. This bond might cost $80 today

and after five years it will grow to $100. With the leftover funds

the issuer purchases the options and swaps needed to perform

whatever the investment strategy calls for. Theoretically an

investor can just do this themselves, but the cost and

transaction volume requirements of many options and swaps

are beyond many individual investors.

Structured products are not homogeneous—there are

numerous varieties of derivatives and underlying assets —but

they can be classified under the following categories:

● Interest rate-linked notes and deposits

● Equity-linked notes and deposits

● FX and commodity-linked notes and deposits



● Hybrid-linked notes and deposits

● Credit-linked notes and deposits

● Constant proportion debt obligations (CPDOs)

● Constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI)

Market-linked notes and deposits
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Application of Math & Stat to study Financial Markets using

sophisticated Computer Science Techniques

Financial engineering is inclusive of:

Financial Theory

Methods of Engineering

Tools of Mathematics

Computer Programming

Thus its application of technical methods, especially from

Mathematical & Quantitative Finance and Computing Finance

in the practice of Finance.

Financial Engineer uses the tools from:

● Applied Mathematics

● Computer Science



● Finance

● Statistics and

● Economics

Enhancing Value by using permutations & combinations of the

variables and tools from:

● Financial Theory

● Economics

● Methods of Engineering • Tools of Mathematics

● Computer Programming

Is it fudging or some other negative connotation: No, it’s not

that Negative which is taboo in Finance

Rather on the positive side, Financial engineering plays a key

role in the Investment Banking and Derivatives business.

It encompasses quantitative modelling and programming,

trading and risk managing derivative products in compliance

with the regulations and Basel capital / liquidity requirements.

Mathematical Finance – Computational Finance – Quantitative

Finance

Mathematical finance is the application of Mathematics

& Statistics to finance.



Computational finance and mathematical finance are both

subfields of financial engineering.

Computational finance is a field in computer science and deals

with the data and algorithms that arise in financial modeling.

Major Applications of FE:

● What if, Models?

● Simulations

● Corporate finance

● Derivatives pricing

● Execution

● Financial regulation

● Portfolio management

● Risk management

● Structured products • Trading

● Valuation of options

● FE Simulation Models:

● Assumptions

● Logic

Variables

● Correlation & Regression

● Data base

● Financial Goal



● What if? Dynamics of variables to achieve Financial

Goals.

Weakness of FE:

Relies too much on models, number and quants sans financial

and economic prudence

● Replaces common sense and leads to disaster.

● Real Engineering vs financial engineering.

● Over-reliance on models for financial problems.

● Creation of risky securities, that brought no benefits to

society

● Creator of exotic synthetic financial products]

Session 28:

CAPM Model with Actual Financial Data on Corporates

Placed separately in the folder

Session 29:

Evaluation of Financial Institutions:

Small Case on Analysis of Financial Statements of Banks:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_engineering#cite_note-30


Case to analyse:

As you are aware that the Capital Adequacy Ratio is the ratio of Total Capital

Funds permissible by the Regulator (RBI) divided by the Aggregate Risk

Weighted Assets of the Bank. In the position given above you are asked to

analyse the Capital Adequacy Report taken out of the Q3FY21 results of the

Bank and answer the below mentioned questions.

1. What as per the RBI is the Minimum CET1 (Common Equity Tier 1) +

CCB (Capital Conservation Buffer) level prescribed for Scheduled

Commercial Banks in India?

2. What is the maximum level of Tier 2 Capital that Bank can have as

proportion to Tier1?



3. In the given case RWA to Total Assets is on the decrease however it is on

increasing trend when Credit Risk Weighted Assets on Advance to Gross

Advances? What does it mean from the angle of Asset Quality and

Capital Adequacy?

4. How can a Bank achieve increase in Capital Adequacy Ratio when it

doesn’t have readily available Capital Funds neither internal nor from the

open market?

5. What maximum can be added as Additional Tier I Capital (AT1) in Total

Tier I Capital of Banks in India? Is there some limit upon AT 1?

6. Bank has commented Adequate head room and risk appetite for credit

growth as shown above? What does it indicate to the Analysts /

Investors?

Suggested Answers:

1. Minimum Regulatory CET1 Capital required by Banks in India is 5.5%

of Aggregate Risk Weighted Assets and Capital Conservation Buffer

(CCB) is 2.5% of the aggregate RWAs. Combined Together is 8%.

2. Tier 2 Capital at the maximum be equal to Tier 1 (can’t exceed Tier 1

Capital level) i.e. Max. Tier 1: Tier 2 Ratio can be 50 : 50 (fifty – fifty %

level) in Total Capital.

3. Decline in RWAs to Total Assets is Capital Positive since growth in

Assets is indicated at the low Risk Weights. Means, bank can do more

investments with same capital if risk weights are low for the Assets as a

whole (Advances + Investments). However, RWAs increase when

Denominator is Total Advances is Capital Negative since there will be

higher consumption of Capital due to increase in RWAs itself so the scope

for further growth of assets including advances is limited. CRAR will

decline.



4. Answer to this question is given in answer to Question 3. In order to

elaborate it can be said when Numerator in the CRAR i.e. Capital Funds

can’t be increased, bank can attempt to reduce its RWAs by rationalizing

the existing portfolio of Assets i.e. substitution of high risk weighted

assets with low risk weighted assets and / or exit out of high risk

weighted assets and recovery / reduction out of NPAs and the steps like

that. The key is reduction in denominator can also improve the ratio

(CRAR) which calls for concerted efforts by the bank.

5. As per the latest regulations by the RBI for the banks in India the level of

Tier I Capital is targeted. It’s minimum 7% i.e. comprising of minimum

CET1 at 5.5% and remainder through AT1. Thus, Bank can fulfil Tier 1

capital with CET1 entirely since it’s the highest quality of the Capital and

ends up with higher evaluation for the Bank may be by the Regulator,

Raters or the Investors.

6. The comment of the Bank means that the Bank doesn’t have dearth of

Capital it is well above (14.5%) compared to the minimum required

regulatory level of 9% for banks in India. Secondly, although there is

slight increase from 55.29% to 56.13% in RWAs / Total Advances yet it is

comparatively very low when compared to peers or the market as a

whole. In nutshell, bank has head room (Growth Capital) and risk

appetite (Low RWAs) to grow and add to earnings of Investors.
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Small Case on Financial & Risk Management in Banks:

Here is a data table with Q3 results of a leading Commercial Bank which seems defying

the adverse impacts of pandemic as they were generally imagined and have been

impacting many banks. Analyse the numbers given below and come out with your to

the point and brief answers to the questions given below:

1. Imagining the liability side what financial and risk management would they

have practiced to keep the NIM high?

2. Envisioning the Asset side of the Balance Sheet what would most likely would

have been done by them to keep the loans growing at 15.6% YoY contrary to the

low demand market.

3. What in the prudent financial practice regarding Credit Portfolio Management

that keeps the NPAs low as well as declining in contrast to peers.

4. What type of Business Model can result in the financial results of the kind given

below? Your financial advisory to other banks.



Suggested Ans:

In this question candidate is tested to check his ability to recall the fundamentals of

financial and risk management for banks in evolving qualitatively growing and

profitable Business Model for the Bank.

The envisioned model should signify an effective Asset Liability Management and

strategy to manage the same to keep the Net Interest Income (NII) and Net Interest

Margin (NIM) growing.

The candidate should be able to narrate the approach to signify retail liability

franchisee and stable low-cost (CASA) funding to have effective liability management.

Risk-based retail lending strategy and the ways for that should be explained to have

qualitative and profitable Asset Side. Add to this, Monitoring and control, review and

recovery be brought out as the essentials. Appreciation of Operational and Market Risk



be brought out clearly by the candidate.

In the sum total a business model be evolved by the candidate in his answer

demonstrating its base upon sound fundamentals of financial and risk management for

banks..


